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Additional lane with full shoulder 
is expected to reduce crashes into 

barrier/embankmentFencing to direct animals to 
grade separations is expected 
to reduce wild animal crashes

Additional lane with full shoulder 
is expected to reduce crashes 
caused by speed differential

Curve modi�ications and additional 
lane with full shoulder are expected 

to reduce crashes on bridges

Potential modi�ications to emergency 
maintenance turnarounds would 

reduce operational impacts of 
turnaround maneuvers

Truck ramp modi�ications are expected 
to reduce operational and safety 

impacts of truck ramp use

Curve modi�ications are expected to improve 
safety and reduce speed differentials and 

operational turbulance

Additional lane with full shoulder 
is expected to reduce operational 

impact of heavy tow staging

Additional lane with full shoulder is 
expected to reduce closures and 

operational impacts of uphill breakdowns

Additional lane with full 
shoulder is expected to reduce 

crashes into barrier/embankment

Additional lane with full shoulders is 
expected to reduce crashes caused by 

speed differentials

Additional lane and highway 
reconstruction are expected to 

reduce overturning and 
off-road crashes

Truck parking improvements are 
expected to reduce operational 

impacts of speed differentials and 
shoulder obstructions

Along the project corridor:

⦁ Additional lane with full shoulders is expected     
   to reduce operational impacts of the speed          
   differentials between slow-moving vehicles and  
   passenger vehicles

⦁ Additional lane with full shoulders is expected  
   to reduce the need for full highway closures for  
   emergency response

⦁ ITS equipment is expected to improve               
 emergency and maintenance communications     
  and improve operations and safety with            
   traveler information systems

Safety and Operational Benefits of Proposed Action
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